Interconnection Solution for Next Generation of 25GE and 100GE Data Center
After 40 years of development, as its name ETHER, Ethernet has reached the aim of the pioneers, i.e., “Ethernet everywhere”, become the
media in everywhere of human information society. With the rapid development of Internet, cloud computing and big data in recent years, the
construction of IT infrastructure data center has been accelerated. A new round of updating is underway for the Ethernet in the data center, of them
25G Ethernet is favored.
Let’s take a look at the changes of equipment port in the data center, as shown below:
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The demand of data center for Ethernet comes from two important considerations. One is
energy saving and the other is cost. The area related to the development of data center
includes the development of cloud and Leaf/Spine matrix network architecture. With the
further enhance of server performance and the updating of data center from leaf and spine
layer connection to 100Gbps, the updating of server from existing 10Gbps to
25Gbps/50Gbps has a great practical significance: because the 10G Ethernet speed often
cannot meet the demands, but the price of 100G is too high, the appearance of 25G and
50G Ethernet standards has just made up for the deficiency of them. In addition, the
25Gbps and 50Gbps per channel technology will the basis of future 100Gbps (4 25Gbps)
and 400Gbps (8 50Gbps) Ethernet standards. Therefore, it is expected to replace the
existing 10Gbps rate using 25G transmission rate in this industry.

Introduction of technology advantages of 25GE

With respect to 40GE, 25GE enjoys the cost advantages of single channel. If it is 40G, multiple physical channels are required, because it makes
use of 10G technology. For 25G Ethernet, the key advantage is that many components have been completed: because 100G Ethernet is formed by 4
25Gbps. Therefore, the components generated using the two kinds of technology can be produced in mass, to drive down the price. Through
Quad-SFP interfaces (QSFP), 100G is divided into 4 25G, 40G is divided into 4 10G, so the multi-rate Ethernet products will be developed and applied.

Obtain faster performance and higher base using the same low-cost copper core cable. The specifications specify that: By using a single switch /
NIC SerDes channel, the bandwidth provided by 25 Gigabit Ethernet link is 2.5 times that provide by the 10Gbps link using two pairs of biaxial copper
cable SFP + direct-connection copper cable (DAC). By using 2 switch / NIC SerDes channels which are running at 25Gbps, 50 Gigabit Ethernet link can
provide the bandwidth which is 25% more than that provided by 40 Gigabit Ethernet link. In addition, compared with the current QSFP+DAC wiring, half
of biaxial copper cables (4) is used in the specifications. When the rate of each channel is 25Gbps, the running speed of switch of NIC chip will become
faster, while the power consumption will be raised slightly. However, after the realization of standardization of bandwidth, the advantages of cost and
power consumption will become more apparent.
Compared with 40GE, for the connection of 25GE Ethernet server to 25GE TOR switch, 25GE can support higher server density in the rack.

Table 6. Why to select 25GbE-Comparision
Characteristic / need

10GbE

25GbE

40GbE

100GbE

Quantity of PCle Gen3
channels at each port

2

4

8

16

PCle Cen3 bandwidth
utilization rate

62.5%

78%

62.5%

78%

Clock rate

10.31Ghz

10.31Ghz

25.78Ghz

Serdes channel

Single

Four

Four

25.78Ghz
Single

Server / ToR 3:1
Overload ratio

48

48

Connector

SFP+

SFP28

QSFP

QSFP28

DAC wiring

Thin
4-wire

Thin
4-wire

Bulkier
16-wire

Bulkier
16-wire

Cable material cost

Low

Low

High

High

Yes

No

Transit to 100GbE more
easily

24

Future

For “port density”, compared with the current 10 Gigabit or 40 Gigabit Ethernet connections, the 25 Gigabit and 50 Gigabit Ethernet links defined by “25
Gigabit Ethernet Alliance” can improve the performance of all serializer / deserializer (SerDes) channels and biaxial copper cable. Such performance
can save the cost of rack-level interconnection of bandwidth per unit by above 50%, and thus significantly improve the breakeven level of MSDC
operators. In addition, the implementation of this specification can also broaden network size (commonly referred to as he base), and compared to the
connection from 40 Gigabit Ethernet server to TOR, it can support higher server density in the rack.
Facing 25GE and 100GE Ethernet interconnection applications of data center, Gigalight can provide a complete product line and different solution
portfolios according to the actual application scenes, and thus offer the scheme selection of client with a great convenience. The product line is shown
as follows:

Gigalight product model

Working rate

Packaging form

Type

Working
distance

GPP-PC250-XXXC

25GE

SFP28 DAC

GSS-MDO250-XXXC

25GE

SFP28 AOC

GPP-85250-SRC

25GE

GPP-85250-LRC

25GE

Copper cable
Multi-module
850nm
Optical fiber

SFP28 optical module

850nm

SFP28 optical module

Optical fiber

5m
100m(OM4)

100m(OM4)

10km

1310nm
GQS-PC101-0XXC

100GE

GQS-4P28+PC-XXC

100GE

GQS-MDO101-XXXC

100GE

GQP-MDO101-XXXC

100GE

GQS-MPO101-SR4C

100GE

GQM-SPO101-IR4C

100GE

QSFP28 DAC
QSFP28 to 4x SFP28
DAC
QSFP28 AOC

Copper cable

3m

Copper cable

3m

Multi-module
850nm

QSFP28 to 4x SFP28

Multi-module

AOC

850nm

QSFP28 optical module

100m(OM4)

100m(OM4)

Multi-module
850nm

100m(OM4) 8-core

Single-module

2km 8-core

QSFP28 optical module

PSM1310nm
CLR4

待定 Pending

100GE

QSFP28 optical module

Single-module

2km

2-core

CLR4
GQS-MPO101-LR4C

100GE

“100G upstream interconnection + 25G access” – Case 1

QSFP28 optical module

Single-module
LR4

10km 2-core

“100G upstream interconnection + 25G access” – Case 2

